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Abstract 

The present note has been prepared as a complementary material for the course 

‘River Restoration in Europe’ at the Faculty of Engineering (LTH), Lund Univer-

sity, Sweden. It aims to explain the terminology of river restoration and other re-

lated concepts by a brief review of literature sources. At the end, additional rec-

ommended reading materials are listed. 

Introduction 

It has been about a century that the river restoration has become a national and even in-

ternational effort to improve the water quality and also the integrity of aquatic ecosystems. Signif-

icant increase in resource allocation for river restoration projects on the one hand and the rise of 

interest among a wide range of engineers and researchers in this field on the other hand, are al-

luding to the fact that a fundamental understanding of river restoration paradigm is a necessity. 

River restoration, as a burgeoning interdisciplinary field of study, has been defined in a number 

of ways, each of which emphasizing a particular facet of restoration. Therefore, there is no won-

der that we are facing a basic issue that researchers/engineers from diverse disciplines and loca-

tions have built up different perceptions in this realm. This difference of perception could be a 

cause of disagreement, impractical solutions, inefficient approaches or measures, etc., even so the 

root cause could be as simple as a vocabulary difference.  

A variety of experts are taking part in restoration projects, namely civil and construction 

engineers, environmental engineers, hydrologists, ecologists, biologists and even economists. In 

light of the above, a common ground of definition (terminology) is essential to facilitate their 

technical communication. This enables them to set realistic and proper goals, produce and intro-

duce viable measures, and avoid conflicts and inefficiency.  

River Restoration 

Numerous terms referring to interventions and/or improving measurements within the 

riverine environment have been used by river managers. According to different literature sources, 

the term ‘river restoration’ has been defined in different ways by different authors (see Table 1). 
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Table 1. A few examples of ‘river restoration’ definitions. 

Authors Definition 

Cairns Jr (1991) 
“The complete structural and functional return to a pre-disturbance 
state.” 

Gore (1985) 

“In essence, river restoration is the process of recovery enhancement. 
Recovery enhancement enables river or stream ecosystem to stabilize 
(some sort of trophic balance) at a much faster rate than through the 
natural physical and biological processes of habitat development and 
colonization. Recovery enhancement should establish a return to an 
ecosystem which closely resembles unstressed surrounding areas.” 

Osborne et al. (1993) 
“Restoration programs should aim to create a system with a stable 
channel, or a channel in dynamic equilibrium that supports a self-
sustaining and functionally diverse community assemblage.” 

Herricks and Osborne (1985) 

“Implicit in the concept of water quality restoration is some knowledge 
of the undisturbed or natural state of the stream system. Restoration of 
water quality can be defined as returning the concentration of 
substances to values typical of undisturbed conditions.” 

 

It should be noted that no universal definition has been established yet. However, Cairns 

Jr’s (1991) definition is one of the most widely-used definitions, although it is evident that such 

level of restoration is idealistic and rarely practiced. 

In addition to ‘river restoration’, other related terms have also been used to address and 

define different types of river restoration (or management). Four of the important terms, namely 

full restoration, rehabilitation, enhancement and creation, are described in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Definition of different types of restoration. 

Term Definition Management approach 

Full restoration 
“The complete structural and functional return to a 
pre-disturbance state.” 

Direct intervention, natural 
recovery, or enhanced recovery 

Rehabilitation 
“Partial return to a pre-disturbance structure or 
function” 

Direct intervention or enhanced 
recovery 

Enhancement “Any improvement in environmental quality” Mainly direct intervention 

Creation 

“Development of a resource that did not 
previously exist at the site. Includes the term 
“naturalization” which determines morphological 
and ecological configuration with contemporary 
magnitudes and rates of fluvial processes.” 

Direct intervention 

 

It could be understood from Table 2 that all except ‘full restoration’, involve direct (an-

thropogenic) intervention in terms of management approach. It is important to note that full res-

toration requires natural recovery. In other words, in case of full restoration the nature takes care 

of restoration in its own way without any interventions; there are specific modifications that 

could be done merely by nature and time. 
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